Exit Slip
Criteria: As students are leaving class (last 2-3 minutes), they will write a brief
question/comment they have regarding the discussion that just took place over that class
period. The question/comment should so insight into the subject being discussed, and it
should show an interest in further growth and understanding of the subject matter.
Standards Addressed:
Apply word analysis and vocabulary skills to comprehend selections (C)
Compose well-organized and coherent writing for specific purposes and audiences (C)
Communicate ideas in writing to accomplish a variety of purposes (C)
Demonstrate the ability to ask insightful questions (P)
Demonstrate the ability to ask effective questions that encourage thought and subject
growth (P)
Self-assess work in a variety of ways and make appropriate corrections when necessary
(P)
Criterion

3 Points

2 Points

1 Point

Exit slip shows ample
proof student was
actively engaged in the
class activity

Exit slip is a decent
question/comment, but
doesn’t really have
much to do with the
content of the lesson

Slip is irrelevant to the
lesson/activity for the day;
no proof that student was
engaged and/or listening

Demonstrates ability
to draw references
and use outside
examples

Slip shows that student
is able to draw relevant
examples from outside
sources and tie them
into the lesson; student
proves they completely
understood the
underlying theme of
lesson

Student attempts to
connect an outside
source/example to
lesson, but it is a bit off
topic and doesn’t prove
they have grasped the
underlying theme of the
lesson

Student attempts to use
outside examples, but they
are completely irrelevant to
specific lesson

Coherent/Organized
thought

Exit slip is written in an
organized, coherent
manner that is easy to
read and understand

Thoughts on the slip are
a bit difficult to
understand; lack of
organization

Student makes an
incoherent list on their exit
slip that makes it very hard
to understand what
direction they are heading

Shows insight into
class discussion

TOTAL POINTS = ___________________/ 9
1

2

